
Satisfaction Guarantee
We pledge to provide you with a superior service.  This can only be 
achieved by a combination of knowledgeable staff, superior products, timely 
response you to your concerns, and responsible communication.
Thank you for taking the time to consider our company.  
 
We look forward to helping you maximize the potential of your outdoor 
living space.      

Stump Removal
We grind stumps from 3' to 14' deep and level the mound protruding from the 
stump to below ground level by grinding any aboveground, visible roots. 
Mulch is hauled by request, but we clean patios, decks, sidewalks, 
driveways, and streets after each removal and grinding.

Tree Removal
Our goal for tree removal is bringing your tree down in the safest way 
possible for residents, passerby, and company personnel is our primary 
concern. Next, we take the option that will complete the task without 
damaging your home or business. Our climbers are experienced at rigging and 
roping portions of the trees to prevent damage.

Standard Pruning, Trimming
Our standard pruning service includes deadwood at least 1' in diameter 
thinning, crossing, and interfering branches growing into other branches, 
causing impeded proper growth for the next 3 years. Storm damage repair, 
suckers stubs, weakened or split branches are all removed for a healthier, 
better-looking tree. We raise your tree's skirt by removing lower branches 
as necessary.

Tree Pruning, Trimming
A Hand-Shake Tree Service will prune your trees as if they are our own and according to 
International Society of Arboriculture standards. Our goal in trimming your trees is to 
have the highest positive impact on your trees while focusing on optimal foliage removal. 
We concentrate on proper reduction of foliage to prevent stressed or weakened trees, 
which attract disease and pests. With our proper collar cuts, we can enhance proper 
healing through compartmentalization and cambium growth.

Fine Pruning, Trimming
Our fine pruning service includes fine thinning, all dead or declining branches, crossing 
and interfering with healthier branches from your tree. These types of branches include 
stubs, suckers, and hazardous or broken branches. If needed, we can also raise your tree's 
skirt.


